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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that a is an open subset of R”, that A4 is a C” manifold of J2 
that is closed in n and has codimension greater than zero, and that 
A : C?(Q, CS) + L ‘(Q, CS) is a linear differential operator with C” 
coefficients. (Here n and s are positive integers.) Let CF(0 \\ M, C’) denote 
the set of functions in Cr(fi, C’) that are identically zero near M, and let 
A \\M denote the restriction of A to Cr(Q \\M, C’). This paper is 
concerned with the following questions about essential self-adjointness and 
deficiency indices: 
(1) If A is essentially self-adjoint, is A \\A4 also essentially self-adjoint? 
(2) If A is symmetric, how are the deficiency indices of A and A \\ M 
related? 
(Notice that (1) is part of (2).) 
In Section 3 we partially answer these questions (completely answering 
them if A is elliptic). One part of our answer to (1) is that if A is elliptic and 
is essentially self-adjoint, then A \\ M is also essentially self-adjoint if and 
only if codim A4 > 2 ord A. 
Questions (1) and (2) are related to physical questions: (1) is related to 
the question of the existence of perturbations of physical systems on 
submanifolds of their configuration spaces, as we explain in Section 4 using 
examples from quantum mechanics, and (2) is related to the question of the 
number of such perturbations. 
We will answer (1) and (2) using our answer to the following question 
about closures: 
(3) Which functions in the domain of A are in the domain of the closure 
of A \\M? 
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In Section 3 we partially answer this question (completely answering it if 
A is elliptic) using our answer to the following question about Sobolev norm 
closures: 
(4) If rn is a nonnegative integer and 1 < p < 00, which functions in 
CT(Q, C’) are in the closure of Cp(Q \\M, C’) relative to the Sobolev norm 
lI-llm.p? 
In Section 2 we answer this question using Sobolev inequalities and 
approximating sequences. Our approximating sequences are constructed 
using a sequence $(r”“) of nonlinear contractions of a function 4(r). (Here 
r= Ix/ = (xf + ... +xy.) 
In Sections 2 through 4 we discuss some of the work of others on (1) 
through (4) and on related questions about perturbations and removable 
singularities of differential equations. 
2. SOBOLEV NORM CLOSURES 
If a is an n-index (n-tuple of nonnegative integers), let 
and 
IaI=a, + .*. +a, 
a! =a,! ..* a,!. 
Throughout this paper (r, /? y, and 6 are n-indices. 
Suppose that m is a nonnegative integer and that 1 < p < CO. If f is in 
Cr(Q, C’), its Sobolev norm Ilfllm,p is defined by 
I~fllm,p = [k x J ID”f’lP dr]l’Y 
i=l lal<rn R 
In this section we prove the following result about closures g’e,.,(-) with 
respect to 11-/l,,, : 
THEOREM 2.1. A function in CF(J2, C’) is in SF’e,,,(Cr(Q \\M, C’)) if 
and only if all its derivatives of order less than m - (codim M)/p are iden- 
tically zero on M. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Every function in CF(G, C’) is in 
W,&Om(Q \\ My W) 
if and only if codim M > pm. 
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Important parts of this result are implied by previously known results. For 
example, the result about traces of functions found in [2, p. 2161 implies that 
if codim M = 1, then a function in CF(J2, C’) is in %Y’a,,,(C,“(Q \\ M, CS)) if 
and only if all its derivatives of order less than m are identically zero on M. 
Also, a result of Littman about polar sets ]lO] implies that if 
codim M > pm, then every function in CF(l2, C’) is in 
~tn,,G(Q \\ M, VI. P-h’ is is the difficult half of Corollary 2.1.) 
Our proof of the “if’ part of Theorem 2.1 uses a sequence 4, in CF(lR”) 
with the following two properties: (1) Each #k is identically equal to 1 near 
0. (2) lJ$k]jm,p -P 0. It is well known that there is a sequence Qk in C~(R”) 
with these two properties if and only if m < n/p. The “if’ part of this 
proposition was proved by Littman [lo], and the “only if’ part of this 
proposition can be easily proved using the following Sobolev inequality: If 
m > n/p, there is a c > 0 such that 
If( < c Ilfllm,p P*l) 
for all f in CF(lR”). Only the “if’ part of this proposition will concern us 
from now on. It can be rephrased as follows: There is a sequence Qk in 
Cp(lR”) with property (1) and the following property: l]Da#k(]p -+ 0 if 
/al < n/p. The latter property is actually not quite strong enough for our 
purposes and must be replaced by the following property: IIx4D”#JP + 0 if 
lo/- I/II ,< n/p. Unfortunately, Littman’s method of proof does not seem to 
be able to handle this last property, at least not readily. 
The natural way to try to construct a sequence with property (1) and with 
convergence properties like those we have been discussing is as follows: Letf 
be a function in Cr(R”) that is identically equal to 1 near 0. Also, let uk be 
a sequence of positive real numbers with uk --t co. Now let #k(~) =f(a$). 
Then Qk has property (1). And ]I Da#kIjP -+ 0 if Jai < n/p. But, unfortunately, 
I] D”$k II,, + 0 if I a I = n/p. This difticulty with the case I a / = n/p was encoun- 
tered by Littman [lo] and Friedman 161, among others. They both overcame 
this difftculty, but with methods unsuitable for our purposes. (The 
unsuitability of Littman’s method has been explained; the unsuitability of 
Friedman’s method is that it involves functions that are only piecewise Coo.) 
We avoid this difficulty with the case la/ = n/p as follows: We begin with 
a suitable function 4 of one variable. Now we could let tik(x) = #(kr), but 
then we would encounter the difficulty we are trying the avoid. Instead, we 
let Qk(x) = #(r’lk). This sequence works (if 4 is chosen with a little care), as 
our proof of the following result shows. This result states the properties of 
this sequence needed for our proof of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. There is a sequence #k in C,“(R”) with the following 
properties : 
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(1) There are sequences uk and vk of real numbers such that 
0 < uk < vk and vk -+ 0 and such that #k(r) = 1 if r < uk and $k(r) = 0 if 
r>vk. 
(2) l/14-IPIGn/p, then Il~~Wll~-tO. 
ProoJ Let u and v be real numbers such that 0 < u < v < 1, and let 4 be 
a function in CF([O, co)) such that 4(r) = 1 if r < u and 4(r) = 0 if r > v. As 
above, let $,Jx) = #(rllk). Then $k is in C,“(lR”) and has property (1). We 
will show that it has the following property (which is equivalent to property 
(2)): If b is a nonnegative integer and Ja / < b + n/p, then 11 IbD"$kllp -+ 0. 
Suppose that (a I < b + n/p. We treat the cases a = 0 and a # 0 separately. 
The case a = 0 is easy: 11 rb#klIp --+ 0 since r”$k is uniformly bounded and the 
volume of its support converges to zero. The case a $; 0 is more difficult. To 
handle it, for each k we use a different coordinate system, each one a polar 
coordinate system adapted to the function #(r’lk); specifically, we use the 
coordinates t = r’lk and 0 = x/r. The volume element is then 
dx=r”-‘drdt?=ktk”-‘dtde, 
where d0 is the usual volume element on the unit sphere S”-’ of R”. Our 
proof uses the following formula, which relates the partial derivatives of a 
spherically symmetric function to its derivatives with respect to t: 
D”f(t, 0) = F c;(k) k-‘g;(e) tpklalti a’ 
i=l 
Specifically, there are C” functions gk on S”- ’ and bounded sequences c;(k) 
of real numbers such that this formula is true for all spherically symmetric 
functions in P(lR”\{O}). (Th is can be shown using induction on 1 al.) Since 
this formula implies that 
lal 
‘bDagk = x C~(k)k-ig~tk(b-lal)+i~(i), 
i=l 
it is enough to show that 
I;(k) = ’ Ik-g,t I 1 k(b-lal)ti~(i)lpktkn-I dtd(j+(). 
(The upper limit of integration is 1 rather than co because g(t) = 0 if t > 1.) 
Separate variables: 
f;(k) = k’-‘P lsmml lg;lPdel’ tip-l+k(n-labtbp) (+i)\P& (2.2) 
0 
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The quantity k’-ip+ 0 since i> 1 and p > 1. The first integral in (2.2) is 
independent of k. And the second integral in (2.2) is bounded by 
since 
ip- 1 +k(n-lalp+bp)>O. 
Therefore Ii(k) + 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We suppose that s = 1. (The theorem for arbitrary 
s can be easily obtained from the theorem for s = 1.) 
If d is a nonnegative integer less than n and x is in R”, let 
and 
xa = (Xi )...) Xd, 0 )...) 0) 
Xb = (0 )...) 0, Xd+, )...) XJ. 
Also, let r’ = Ixb( and R”*d = {x E R”: r-= 0). 
Our proof begins with the case Q = R” and M= Wd. Our strategy for 
this case is as follows: Let fbe in C?(R). If enough derivatives off are iden- 
tically zero on M, we use Taylor’s theorem and Lemma 2.1 to approximate it 
by functions in Cr(Q \\ M). And if not enough derivatives off are iden- 
tically zero on M, we use the Sobolev inequality (2.1) to show that it cannot 
be approximated by functions in Cr(Q \\M). 
We first prove the “if’ part of the theorem for R = R” and M = RnSd. 
Choose sequences #k in CF(W”-“) and uk and uk in R that are related as in 
Lemma 2.1 (with n - d replacing n). Let vk be the sequence in C=(lR”) 
defined by 
I//dx) = h(Xd+ I Ye..) xn>- 
Then v,,Jx) = 1 if r’ < uk and vk(x) = 0 if r’> vk. Also, if b is a non- 
negative integer and 1 a 1 < b + (n - d)/p, then 
j I( r- > bDUyk Ip dx -+ 0 (2.3) 
C 
for every compact subset C of R”. Suppose that f is in CF(R”) and that 
Dnf3 0 on RnYd if JCZ <m-(n-d)/p. Let fk=(l-vk)j Thenf, is in 
CF(lR” \\ RnSd). We will show that 
llf -fkllm,p = II Wkf IL,P -+ 0. 
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It is obviously enough to show that 
Ji.,6(k) = 1 I(D’w&Dsf)l” dx --f 0 
..I” 
if 1~1 + / 61 < m. Let a be the largest integer less than or equal to (n - d)/p. 
Since DnD6f = 0 on R’lqd if 
and therefore if 
Ia/ <m--a--/61, 
Taylor’s theorem implies that for each x in Rngd there is a c > 0 and a 
bounded neighborhood Q of x in which 
lZl”fl < c(r ‘)m-o-‘S’. (2.4) 
Let B be a closed ball containing suppf. Since B r7 Rnsd is compact, it has a 
finite covering (f2, ,..., Q,} of such neighborhoods. Suppose that 
ly\ + /6/ <m. Then ly\ < m-a - /6/ + (n -d)/p. This fact and (2.4) imply 
that 
(’ l(Z13+vk)(r )mPa-‘6’ Ip dx -+ 0. (2.5) 
-‘cl, 
The Lebesgue number lemma can be used to show that 
N 
suPP (D’y/k)(Ddf) c U ni 
i=l 
for sufficiently large k. This fact, (2.3), and (2.5) imply that Z,,(k) + 0. 
We next prove the “only if’ part of the theorem for 0 = R” and M = iR”*d. 
Equation (2.1) implies that if m > (n - d)/p, there is a c > 0 such that 
for all f in C~(R “). Suppose that f is in CF(R”) and that D”f(x’, 0) # 0 for 
some x” and some CY with 1 CY < m - (n - d)/p. Let f, be a sequence in 
Cr( R ’ \\ R “,y. Then 
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1 D”fW, O>l” dx” 





( Daf(xa, 0)l” dx” > 0, 
FJr8.d 
ljf-fkl],,, t, 0, and thereforefis not in uZ~,,p(C~(R” \\ R”,d)). 
We now use a partition of unity argument to prove the theorem for 
arbitrary 0 and M. Let f be in C?(Q). If 0’ and 0’ are open subsets of R” 
with Q’ c Q”, let Cr(Q’ c Q”) denote the set of functions in Cr(D’) with 
support in Q’. It is not hard to show that there is a positive integer N and, 
for i = 1 ,..., N, an open subset 0, of Q, an open subset 0, of R”, a 
diffeomorphism ri: Ri -+ bi, and a function ui in Cr(Qi c Q) such that the 
following three conditions are satisfied: (1) ri can be extended to a 
diffeomorphism from the closure of Ri to the closure of 0,. (2) 
z;(R n M) = 6; n Rnvd, where d = dim M. (3) C,yY0 aif =J For i = l,..., N, 
define 
as follows: T;g(x) is equal to g(r,(x)) if x is in .R, and is equal to zero 
otherwise. Condition (1) implies that Ti and T,:’ both preserve convergence 
relative to any Sobolev norm Il-llm,p. 
First suppose that D”f z 0 on M if I a I < m - (n - d)/p. Let 
fi = t Ti((l - V/J T~?hf)). 
i= I 
Then fk is in CF(Q \\M) and jl f - fkIlm,p + 0, and therefore f is in 
~‘e,,,(mQ \\ Ml)* 
Now suppose that f is in V’e,,,(Cr(Q \\M)). Also, suppose that x is in 
M n suppf, that Qi contains x, and that cr is a function in CF(.Qi c 52) that 
is identically equal to 1 near x. Since T;‘(of) is in %?~,,,(C~(R” \\ iR”,d)), 
D”( Ty ‘(uf ))(zi(x)) = 0 
if Ial < m - (n - d)/p, and therefore 
D”(uf )(x) = D”f (x) = 0 
for all such CI. 
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3. ESSENTIAL SELF-ADJOINTNESS, DEFICIENCY INDICES, AND CLOSURES 
In this section we prove one result about essential self-adjointness, one 
result about deficiency indices, and two results about closures. We first state 
and discuss these results, leaving their proofs to the end of the section. 
Our result about essential self-adjointness is as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be essentially self-adjoint. Then A \\M is essen- 
tially self-adjoint if codim M > 2 ord A. If A is elliptic, then A \\ M is essen- 
tially selfadjoint if and on& if codim M > 2 ord A. 
The ellipticity condition cannot be omitted from this result or from the 
other results of this section. This can be seen by letting 0 be IR*, M be the x- 
axis, and A be id/ax on C~(lR*). 
Separation of variables has been used to prove Theorem 3.1 for particular 
A’s and Ms. For example, it has been used to prove that the Laplacian is 
essentially self-adjoint on CF(IR” \\ (0)) if and only if n > 4 [ 14, pp. 160, 
161). Also, Rellich [ 15, pp. 90-921 used it to prove a result that implies that 
the Dirac operator with zero four-potential is essentially self-adjoint on 
C?(R3 \\ {O}, C”). 
If m and n are integers with m 3 0 and n > 0, let 8(m, n) be the number of 
n-indices a with 1 a / < m - n/2. Also, let #(M) be the number of elements in 
M if M is finite and be co if M is infinite. Our result about deficiency indices 
is as follows: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be symmetric. Then 
n,(A\\M)=n,(A)+S’(ordA,codimM)#(M). 
If A is elliptic, then 
n+ (A \\ M) < n,(A) + sg(ord A, codim M) #(M). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be essentially self-adjoint. Then 
n * (A \\ M) < &‘(ord A, codim M) #(M). 
If A is elliptic, then 
n * (A \\ M) = s8’(ord A, codim M) #(M). 
(The deficiency indices n,(L) of a symmetric operator L are defined by 
n,(L) = dim Ker(L* i i).) 
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If #(M) = co, the expression sZ’(ord A, codim M) #(M) is to be inter- 
preted using the rule that ka, is 0 if k = 0 and is co if k > 0. 
For ordinary differential operators, 0 is an open subset of the real line 
and M is a zero-dimensional submanifold of Q that is closed in R, such as a 
finite set. Therefore for such operators 
B(ord A, codim M) = Z(ord A, 1) = ord A. 
Our results about deficiency indices for such operators are well known (or 
easily derived from well known results). 
a(m, n) can be computed as follows: Suppose that m > n/2. (Otherwise 
a(m, n) = 0.) If r is a real number, let [r]< be the greatest integer less than r 
and [r]’ be the least integer greater than r. As usual, let C(p, q) be the 
number of combinations of p things taken q at a time. If k is a positive 
integer, the number of n-indices a with ]a] < k is C(n + k, k). Therefore 
~(m,n)=C(n+ [m-n/2]<, [m-n/2]<) 
= C(m + [n/21’, m - [n/Z]>). 
We can use this formula to compute Z’(m, n) for n = 1,2,3,4: 
a(m, l)=C(m,m- I,=@) 
~(m,2)=C(m,m-2)= (&“) 
a(m, 3) = C(m + 1, m - 2) = Cm + WW - 1) 
3! ’ 
a(m, 4) = C(m + 1, m - 3) = 
(m + l)(m)(m - l)(m - 2) 
4! 
We can also use it to compute the values of B arrayed in Table I. 
If L is a closable linear operator in a Hilbert space, let g(L) denote its 
domain and g{(L) denote its closure. Our first result about closures is as 
follows: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f be in B(A). Then f is in G?(g7e(A \\M)) if all its 
derivatives of order less than ord A - (codim M)/2 are identically zero on 
M. If A is elliptic, then f is in g(SFe(A \,M)) if and only ifall its derivatives 
of order less than A - (codim M)/2 are identically zero on M. 
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TABLE I 











1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 4 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 6 10 5 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 
5 10 20 15 21 7 8 1 1 0 0 
6 IS 35 35 56 36 45 9 10 1 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. A and A \\M have the same closure if codim M > 
2 ord A. If A is elliptic, then A and A \\ M have the same closure if and only 
if codimMa2ordA. 
Our proof of Theorem 3.3 uses Theorem 2.1, our proof of which uses, in 
turn, Sobolev inequalities and approximating sequences. Others have used 
these tools to prove Theorem 3.3 for particular A’s and Ms. For example, 
Friedrichs 15, pp. 192-194, 201-2021 used them to prove results about the 
gradient operator that imply that a/ax, has the same closure on 
Cr(R” \\ {O}) as it does on Cr(R”) if and only if n > 2. 
Corollary 2.1, Theorem 3.1, and Corollary 3.3 are similar to results of 
Littman [lo] and Harvey and Polking [7] about removable singularities of 
differential equations, (Notice that these three results of ours are-concerned 
with whether M is in some sense removable.) 
If L’ and L are closable linear operators in a Hilbert space with L’ c L, 
let .T”(L’, L) = dim g($?e(L))/C9(g!(L’)). Our second result about closures 
is as follows: 
THEOREM 3.4. ,?‘(A \\ M, A) < siZ’(ord A, codim M) #(M). If A is 
elliptic, then ,Y(A \\ M, A) = sZ(ord A, codim M) #(M). 
We now prove Theorems 3.1 through 3.4. Theorem 3.1 follows 
immediately from Corollary 3.3, and Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.4 and the fact that if L’ and L are symmetric operators with 
L’ c L, then n,(L’) = n,(L) + .P(L’, L). Therefore all we have left to do is 
to prove Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. If S is in CF(fi, C’), its graph norm l/flj, is 
defined by 
IlfllA = [i, (IfI’ + I4’) dx] “2. 
Let m = ord A. Our proof uses not only Il-lla and ll-/lmd, but also the local 
versions of these norms that are defined as follows: Let Q be a bounded open 
subset of 0 whose closure is contained in 0. If f is in CF(J2, C’), let 
Ilf : fill.4 = [, 6 (If I’ + IPfl’) dh.] “2 
and 
Our proof uses the following well-known propositions: 
(1) There is a c > 0 such that IIf : fi IIA < c Ijfllm,2 for allfin CF(0, C’). 
(2) If A is elliptic, there is a c > 0 such that Ilf : R”ljm,2 < c llfllA for allf 
in Cr(J2, c”). (See [ 12, pp. 207-2103 for a proof.) 
Let f be in C?(G), c”) and let d be a bounded open subset of (2 that 
contains suppf and whose closure is contained in R. First suppose that 
D”f = 0 on M if I cx < m - (codim M)/2. Theorem 2.1 and ,(l) imply that 
there is a sequencef, in Cr(Q \\ M, C’) such that supp fk c Q and such that 
Ilf -fkllA = llf -fk: ml G c Ilf - fklL2 -+ 0. 
Therefore f is in G3(g&(A \\M)). N ow suppose that A is elliptic and that f is 
in B(Ft(A \\ M)). Also, suppose that x is in Mn supp f and that u is a 
function in C:(Q) that has support in fi and is identically equal to 1 near x. 
Let fk be a sequence in Cr(J2 \\M, C’) such that llf - fJ,, -+ 0. 
Proposition (2) implies that Ilf - fk : 6/l,,, + 0, and therefore 
ll4f -fk>: 4llm.2 = Ilf - dAn.2 + 0. 
Since ufk is in CF(Q \\ M, c’), Theorem 2.1 implies that D”f (x) = 0 if 
I (Y I < ord A - (codim M)/2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let L’ and L be closable linear operators in a 
Hilbert space with L’ c L. Also, if Y is a subspace of g(Qt(L)), let 
Pt,(Y/) denote the closure of Y relative to the graph norm of Qt(L). Our 
proof uses the following easily proved propositions: 
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(1) If 7 ~ is a subspace of G(L) and 
then .1(L’, L) < dim ? . . 
(2) If ;Y‘ is a subspace of G(L) and 
sn,(g(L’)) f-l %T(~) = {O}, 
then f(L’, L) > dim ‘7”. 
First suppose that codim A4 > 2 ord A. Then Corollary 3.3 implies that A 
and A \\ M have the same closure, and therefore s’(A \\ M, A) = 0. Since in 
this case b(ord A, codim M) = 0, both parts of the theorem are true. 
Next suppose that codim M < 2 ord A and that #(M) = co. Then the first 
part of the theorem is true. Suppose, in addition, that A is elliptic. For each 
positive integer N, choose N distinct points xl,..., P on A4 and N functions 
oi ,..., ch, in Cr(G!, C’) with pairwise disjoint supports and with ci(xi) # 0 for 
each i. Let 7, be the subspace spanned by the cri. Theorem 3.3 implies that 
Q(gt(A)) and Pi. are disjoint, and therefore (2) implies that 
r(A \\ M, A) >, N. 
Since this is true for each N, S(A \\ M, A) = 03, and therefore the second 
part of the theorem is true. 
Finally, suppose that codim A4 < 2 ord A and that #(M) < 00. Then 
codim A4 = n and M is a finite set {xl,..., Y”}, where N = #(M). Choose N 
functions 0, ,..., uN in C?(Q) with pairwise disjoint supports and with ui = 1 
near xi for each i. If a is an n-index and j = l,..., s, let 07.j be the function in 
CF(f2, C’) whose jth component is given by 
(uyj<x>)j = ; (x - xiy Ui(X) 
and whose other components are identically zero. Then (D”‘u~*~(x”))~, is 
equal to 0 unless a = a’, i = i’, and j = /, in which case it is equal to 1. Let 
7” be the subspace spanned by all the c$*j with 1011 < ord A - n/2. Then 
dim Y = sb(ord A, codim N) #(M). Set u = [ord A - n/2]<, and let 
Cp(Q \\ a \\ M, C’) denote the set of functions in CF(Q, C’) with all their 
derivatives of order less than a identically zero on M, and let A \\ a \\M 
denote the restriction of A to Cp(0 \\ a \\ M, C’). Since CT(Q, C’) = 
CF(s2 \\ a \\ M, C’) + Y, (1) implies that 
7(A \\ a \\ M, A) < sg(ord A, codim M) #(M). (3.1) 
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Since A \\ M and A \\ a \\ M have the same closure (by Theorem 3.3), 
and therefore (3.1) implies that the first part of the theorem is true. Suppose, 
in addition, that A is elliptic. Then Theorem 3.3 implies that @(%%t(A \\ M)) 
and Y are disjoint, and therefore (2) implies that the second part of the 
theorem is true. 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF PERTURBATIONS 
In this section we discuss the existence of perturbations of physical 
systems on submanifolds of their configuration spaces, and give examples of 
such perturbations, such as point interactions of quantum-mechanical par- 
ticles. 
Consider a physical system with configuration space 0 and state space 
L*(R, C’). Suppose that A is essentially self-adjoint and that the one- 
parameter unitary group U, generated by F’e(A) describes the time evolution 
of the system. Now regard M as a possible site of a perturbation of the 
system (described by a change in U,). Then the self-adjoint extensions of 
A \\ M other than @t(A) correspond to perturbations of the system on M, 
such extensions exist if and only if A \\ M is not essentially self-adjoint. 
Let @(IF?“, C”) denote the set of symmetric differential operators A: 
CT(iR”, C’) + L2(lRfl, C’) with constant coefficients. It is well known that A 
is essentially self-adjoint if A is in b(R”, C”). 
Our examples involve quantum-mechanical particles in R” whose 
Hamiltonians are of the form lFt(A) for some A in @(IF?“, C’). They involve 
two classes of such particles: Schrtjdinger particles, those for which 
A = -1/(2m)A for some m > 0, and Dirac-Weyl particles, those for which 
A has order 1. Neutrinos, electrons, and other relativistic particles can be 
regarded as Dirac-Weyl particles. (However, the Hilbert space for a 
relativistic particle is often assumed to be not L*(R”, C”), but a subspace of 
it in which Ot(A) is nonnegative.) 
We first study the existence of perturbations of a particle on a 
submanifold. Let A be in b(R”, C”) and let ‘Z’e(A) be the Hamiltonian of a 
particle in R”. Also, let M be a C” submanifold of R” that is closed in R” 
and has codimension greater than zero. The self-adjoint extensions of A \\M 
other than @C(A) correspond to time evolutions in which the particle may be 
perturbed when it is on M. Theorem 3.1 implies that there are such 
extensions for a Schrodinger particle if and only if codim M < 3 and for a 
Dirac-Weyl particle only if codim M = 1. For example, if A4 is a one-point 
set, there are such extensions for a Schrodinger particle if and only if n < 3 
and for a Dirac-Weyl particle only if n = 1. (See Section 3 for references.) 
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This last result about Schrddinger particles is similar to a result of Friedman 
[6] about perturbations of the Schrodinger equation by potentials with small 
support. 
We now study the existence of point interactions of particles. Let k be a 
positive integer. If x is in IRkn, let x = (xi,..., xk), where each xi is in IR”. Let 
D, be the set of elements x in IRk” such that xi =.x! for some i and j with 
i #j. Suppose there are k particles in Rfl. Then iRk” is the configuration 
space for the particles, xi is the position of particle i, and D, is the set of 
points in configuration space corresponding to two or more particles coin- 
ciding. 
Two particles can be dealt with as follows: Let A, be in F(IR”, C’l) and A, 
be in P(lR”, CC”*), and let g’t(A,) and g!(A,) be the Hamiltonians of two 
particles in iR”. Also, let A,,, be the operator in b(lR’“, C”‘“‘) defined by 
A 1.2 =A, Of, +I, @A2 3 
where Ii is the si x si identity matrix, and let SFt(A,,,) be the Hamiltonian of 
the two particles if they do not interact. (However, if the two particles are 
identical, the Hilbert space for them is often assumed to be not 
L2(iR2”, C’I’*), but the subspace of it corresponding to either Bose-Einstein 
or Fermi-Dirac statistics.) The self-adjoint extensions of A,,, \\ D, other 
than W%,2 \\ D2) correspond to time evolutions in which the two particles 
may interact when they coincide. Such extensions correspond to zero-range 
forces (which are often called “point interactions”). Since codim D, = n, 
Theorem 3.1 implies that there are such extensions for Schrijdinger particles 
if and only if n < 3 and for Dirac-Weyl particles only if n = 1. 
Three or more particles can be dealt with similarly, with D, (for k > 3) 
replacing D,. Although D, is not a submanifold of (Rk” if k > 3, it is a finite 
union of such submanifolds. This fact and Theorem 3.1 can be used to obtain 
the same results for these cases as for the two-particle cases. 
Other work on point interactions of Schrodinger particles can be found in 
11, 3, 4, 8, 9, 131. (Reference [4] is a survey, mostly of Russian work, and 
[9] is a collection of reprints.) Other work on point interactions of 
Dirac-Weyl particles can be found in [ 111. 
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